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Dear Reader,
this is the first artist book published by The Art & Technology study at Aalborg University. It is a test of how to publish and spread fresh, up-to-date information of important events and thinking taking place here. As a study, Art & Technology strives for exactly that: a fresh take on and openness to the art of the recently possible.

We are in the 5th year of developing our curriculum and in the midst of a field of study where few paths are given, even less things can be taken for granted and nothing is written in stone. The fields of art and technology are dynamic, developing as well as unfolding in parallel to the overall developments in society. Our world has grown into a global flatspace of distributed production and consumption, greatly influencing how we can think and behave.

Not always knowing what’s coming might be frustrating for some, but it is a perfect situation for the creative student that wants a combination of hands-on participation inside an academic milieu known for critical reflection. It is a situation calling for curiosity, innovative thinking and extraordinary projects. There are few things - if anything - not possible to do in art and the mind-blowing field of digital technologies. Moreover, it is still in its beginning. Think of social media. Or your new smartphone, launched in 2007 when ArT was about to start. Within this very short timeframe these technologies have become a common part of our daily life, impacting how we think and act. Already we cannot imagine living without them. What will happen in the next five years? That we do not know, but what we do know is that the ArT studies will deal with these issues, preparing the students for the unexpected.

The ArT study is a great opportunity to experiment and develop individual takes on art and aesthetics. The study aims at giving the students a defining power within the multilayered field of art & technology, effectively making our students into active participants in the field. Even if ArT is an open study that unfolds as we go along and technologies change and evolve, some things are still stable and relatively reliable. Still we are grounded in the world inside a physical body. Hence we also have to frame our perspectives on the world and understanding of it from within this corporal tool. And a tool it is. The American philosopher Richard Shusterman calls the body ‘the tool of tools’. He is now one of our new Obel Guest Professors.
Together with him the ArT studies will strengthen its focus on the body in relation to Art and Technology. After all ArT is a humanistic field of study where the human in general and your experience in particular is at the locus.

This book is ArT’s first, material publication, made in a technology that radically changed our world forever. Even if Gutenberg’s printing press dates back to the 15th century, it is still one of the most effective ways of producing, presenting, distributing and even storing information. This book therefore represents how the ArT studies learn and evolve in relation to a world altered by the deep time of media art histories. The world is so very much a part of our university. Enjoy, and visit our new website and dynamic infoprints at the new ArT portal - www.art.aau.dk
LONE DIRCKINCK-HOLMFE LD
[Dean, Faculty of Humanities, AAU]
Lone Dirckink-Holmfeld is a Danish researcher and one of the four deans at the Aalborg University where she is the head of the Faculty of Humanities. Dirckink-Holmfeld is internationally recognized as a researcher within the field of Communication and Informatics as well as Pedagogics and Learning. Her research areas involve the design of networked learning environment and Problem Based Learning [PBL] - a project organized teaching and learning model which all the programmes in the Aalborg University are based on.
“Art is perhaps the only remaining field of knowledge totally open and dependent upon change - changes of perceptions, insights as well as understandings of the World.”

Prof. Dr. Stahl Stenslie is a Norwegian born artist. His art works and academic research focuses on virtual reality, interactive spaces, perception manipulative projects and the art of the recently possible. He is an Obel professor and a study leader of Art & Technology at Aalborg University. Stenslie develops different interface technologies and tools for the digital culture within the fields of art, media and network research.
Stahl Stenslie
[Obel-professor, Head of the Study at ArT]
Falk Heinrich is an associate professor at Aalborg University and head of studies. He lectures within digital aesthetics, academic and artistic methodology, concept development and interactive dramaturgy. He is also a member of RELATE group (Research Laboratory for Art & Technology). Falk Heinrich’s research focuses on performative beauty and artistic methodologies.

As an artist, he has worked as a theatre actor and director before developing different interactive installation and multimedia performance projects.
Else Marie Bukdahl is a Danish art historian and a member of the Royal Danish and Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters. She has an important position in both the artistic and the academic community. Since the 2012 Dr. Phil. Bukdahl is an adjunct professor at the Aalborg University. She has written books and articles on modern philosophy, aesthetics and art as well as Arabic and Chinese culture. Bukdahl has lectured on these subjects in Scandinavia, China, France and the USA, amongst others. She is the former rector of the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts.

“Many scientists have made no secret of the fact that art has inspired them and many artists have broadened their perception meeting science and humanities.”
Else Marie Bukdaahl
[Artist, Dr. Phil.]
Art and Technology (ArT) is an international bachelor program at Aalborg University which has a focus on the interaction between art, humanity and technology. It is an education which challenges to use mind and creativity as well develop practical skills to create extraordinary art installations. Students are to work with the space, light, modern materials and programming to develop an artifact, that combines technology with aesthetic and artistic values. The best professionals with different backgrounds within art, design, media and technology have joined ArT to prepare students for the unexpected and enable them to become active participants in the field of modern art.

Students at ArT are encouraged to look beyond the borders of what is possible and look for innovative and unusual ways to create experimental works.

The fields of art as well as technology are dynamic, developing as well as unfolding in parallel to the overall developments in society. Modern technologies and social media have become a very important part of our life and as the industry of technology is developing every day it offers new possibilities for those who are curious and brave enough to explore how can they be implemented through the art.
Academic work and theory is combined with practice based, hands-on aesthetics. Art is a great place to experiment with and question our world.

New technologies such as 3D printing and biotechnologies provide tools that enable us to experiment with an art of the recently possible.
ANNE NIELSEN
[Secretary at The Studyboard - Art & Technology]
Even if ArT is an open study that unfolds as we go along, some things are still stable and relatively reliable. We are still grounded in the world through our physical body. Hence we frame our perspectives on the world and understanding of it from within this corporal tool. And a tool it is. The American philosopher Richard Shusterman calls the body ‘the tool of tools’. He is now one of the new Obel Guest Professors at ArT. Together with him ArT students will see a strengthened focus on the body in relation to Art & Technology.
Experience

is in focus
Line Marie Bruun Jespersen
[Assistant Professor, Department of AD:MT]
Lance Jonathan Putnam
[Assistant Professor, Department of AD:MT]
Betty Li Mal-vang Meldgaard
[Assistant Professor, Department of Communication and Psychology]
Carsten Friberg
[Assistant Professor, Department of AD:MT]
Esben Bala Skouboe
[Assistant Professor, Department of AD:MT]
Jakob Borrits Sabra
[PhD Fellow, Department of AD:MT]
ArT has a vision to establish a creative and experimental learning environment.
Art is a humanistic field of study where the human in general and your experience in particular is at our locus.
Torgeir Vassvik & Global Fever Orchestra
Torgeir Vassvik
[Musician and composer]
Torgeir Vassvik is Norwegian born musician and composer. In his compositions he expresses various forms of music. He blends Sami Yoik singing from the indigenous people of northern Scandinavia – Sami and Siberian throat singing with different music instruments and sound effects. His music has hypnotic and surreal sense which and it can be comparable to ancient rituals as it has a close connection to the nature and immaterial world.

Torgeir Vassvik & Global Fever Orchestra was invited to perform in the opening event of A World University 2.0 in 2013 and as well perform for the Art students in the Aalborg University.

Between the musical performances he introduces the stories behind each composition. This contributed to the intimate connection between the performer and the audience. In the music several sounds become a unity, Siberian throat singing is mixed with melody of cello, Sami frame drum, and different sound elements from nature.
Torgeir Vassvik uses his unique voice as a tool to express music mainly without words. The rhythm and melody are the strongest elements in it. His voice is extraordinary and it creates hypnotic atmosphere among the audience.

Continuing the theme of the body in the relation to art, there are several ways how to use our body as a tool. This musical performance becomes a unique experience through the powerful rhythms of his music as well through the bodily movement and facial expressions.
The Sami frame drum is a central part in Vassvik’s compositions. Vassvik uses it both with the drumstick and by dragging his finger around the surface of the drum. This translates into very specific sounds. The cello - played by Jan Lothe Eriksen - is used in most of the pieces.

The unique combination of the musical elements borrowed from blues, classic and Sami folk music creates a contemporary form of chamanistic ceremony.
JAN LOTHIE
ERIKSEN
[Music activist]
Torgeir Vassvik & Global Fever Orchestra Performs for Art Students
A WORLD UNIVERSITY

[PART OF THE IMAGES FESTIVAL 2013]
A WORLD UNIVERSE
A project aiming to question established learning formats and to create new formats at the intersection between research and art.

A World University (2.0) is a project developed by Aalborg University (AAU) in collaboration with Centre for Culture and Development (CKU) as a concept for the IMAGES festival 2013: OCCUPY UTOPIA. The project has been developed based in AAUs experiences, methods and networks within the framework, objectives and activities of IMAGES. The project will respond to the theme of the IMAGES festival OCCUPY UTOPIA – shared dreams of the future.

A World University (2.0) is a five-year research project on creativity, art and learning, which seeks to develop affective, productive, and visionary encounters between art, sustainability, teaching and learning. The intent is to create bonds between practitioners coming from different contexts and disciplines aiming at the collective development of creative responses and novel solutions to some of the urgent challenges of today’s societies. Within this framework, the discussion on how universities and art colleges can take a lead in this development is pivotal.
Æ Verdens Universitet [North Jutland vernacular for A World University] was a self-organized, experimental university initiated by Aage Rosendal Nielsen in Skyrum Bjerge in Thy, Denmark, which welcomed people from all over the world. It gained world attention when in 1970 Yoko Ono and John Lennon payed a visit to the university.

50 years later, the project A World University 2.0 seeks to do research by bringing together artists, architects, filmmakers, thinkers, students and scientists from around the world, who work in different intersections between art, research, teaching, learning, free education, sustainable design and activist practice.

Drawing on the themes and spirit of Æ Verdens Universitet’s program from the 1970s, A World University will be a proliferation of various formats: lectures, workshops, art shows, screenings, music, performances, and urban event. It also includes an artist-in-residency program in order to create long term commitments and relationships.

“A World University (1960) was not about big prestigious research projects, top-down centralized by ministries, where only the most talented and respected research-elites could expect tenure. No! The idea was that the universities should be a place for the people of the world, where they could seek knowledge and at the same time create ties across differences and disagreements.” (XXX)

The initiative A World University 2.0 invites projects from across the world that work with self-organized and alternative educational structures in response to difficult and unjust local situations. Nevertheless, these projects often have a broader, international outreach. Various groups and organizations are invited to convene and share their visions and practices through a myriad of events and happenings.
The overall aim of the program is to re-discover the spirit of the previous A World University as a response to ongoing discussion on the role and the concept of universities and art academies in a global economy and local yet networked cultures.
MAN - THE GREATEST UNDERDEVELOPED AREA IN THE WORLD - 
BASIS FOR NEW EXPERIMENTAL COLLEGE

FUTURE LEADERS SOUGHT AMONG COLLEGE DROP-OUTS

DEVELOPMENT, BUDGETS, AND ACCREDITATION WILL BE JOINT 
STUDENT-FACULTY MATTERS IN NEW COLLEGE

"...whole problems cannot be solved by 
partial approaches to them. The experi-
mental college is one way, and perhaps 
the most practical way, in which colleges 
and universities can "do what they must" 
and all that they must, if they are to 
have an appreciable effect on the patterns 
of higher education."

New Dimensions in Higher Education 
The Experimental College, GE-50010 
U.S. Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare, Office of Education.

A new international college will open in Denmark in the fall 
of 1962. Student body and faculty will be drawn from all parts of 
the world. The college will be governed by a joint student-faculty 
board in cooperation with an international advisory council. The 
English language will be used in instruction and colloquia. New 
Experimental College will be a supplementary institution of higher 
learning offering programs which the student may incorporate into 
his own graduate or undergraduate work.

A detailed declaration of procedures and goals will automati-
cally prescribe undue boundaries. Consequently, the college curri-
culum will first be firmly structured after the faculty and students 
are assembled. However, on the undergraduate level, faculty and 
facilities will be available in the following areas: Literature, 
Philosophy, Modern Language, Fine Arts, History, Sociology, Anthro-
pology, Economics, and World Geography. Initially the graduate 
school will offer programs in the following areas: Business Admin-
istration, Architecture, Adult Education, Civil Leadership, and 
Applied Liberal Arts.

Why establish a supplementary college? Contemporary man has 
an urgent need for an integration of thought and being, a release 
of creativity through a synthesis of intelligence and the X of man's 
experience; our world civilization requires the cultivation of some 
common human denominators, and both these needs can only be met 
through the development of confidence in man's ability to grasp the 
"wholes" of experience; through a world community intent upon facing 
these problems head on; and perhaps through the discovery of a com-
pletely new ontology of man which is at once scientific, humanistic, 
and personal. These are our objectives.
Regarding methodology, it can initially be said that emphasis will be placed upon the use of the dialog and problem-methods of sustained inquiry taking form in core courses, colloquia, and independent projects. New approaches and recent laboratory findings in learning theory, creativity, technique etc., will also consistently be explored. In general, the creative arts, as such, will be given extensive attention, and plans are being made to give artists from all over the world an experimental workshop on the college campus. The Danish Film Academy will cooperate with the college in the area of dramatic arts and communications via the film media.

All aspects of higher education will be subject to experimentation, entrance requirements included. Countless significant contributions to world civilization have been made by men and women who were "unwilling" or "unable" to yield to the social and academic status quo. Thus, the leaders of the new college will explore the potential of the "genuine original" or the "unsuccessful" individual, offering him the opportunity for realization. Therefore, students who are often not considered academically qualified, as well as the uninspired or highly dissatisfied "good" students, drop-outs, and non-graduated students are also encouraged to apply.

Another phase of experimentation will be in the realm of the measurement of proficiency. Man has gotten into the habit of trusting his mind only when he operates on isolated problems in the humanities as well as in science. The resulting compartmentalization of our knowledge has forced us towards a fragmentation of the human personality with a concurrent loss of individual vitality, creativity, and meaning, thus the "alienation of man from nature and from himself" becomes a cultural and academic threat. The new school will therefore place great emphasis on the individual's ability to make significant sense out of his studies; to achieve a meaningful and personal synthesis of what he learns. Experimentation in proficiency measurements will involve both faculty and students on a reciprocal basis. Descriptive Certificates of Accomplishment will be given to each student based on demonstrated achievement.

Cosmopolitan Copenhagen, the location of the new school, will give additional resources for academic and social life. For all students a natural, organic contact with present-day Europe, as part of this educational venture, will be matter-of-course. For students who so desire, arrangements will be made for learning a Scandinavian language and for participating in programs offered at Scandinavian educational institutions.

Private and non-profit, the college will be directed by Aage Rosendal Nielsen, the founder and for twelve years director of the Scandinavian Seminar. The faculty-student ratio will be one to eight. The fee including room, board, and tuition is Danish kroner 5,000 or U.S. dollars 735 per semester. Students without immediate financial support will also be considered. Students may enroll from one to three semesters with between semester periods being given to research on individual projects on campus, employment, traveling seminars in Europe, or individual endeavors off campus. Semesters begin August 15, 1962 and February 7, 1963.

Interested persons are encouraged to write to New Experimental College, Office of Admissions, Slotsherrensvej 21, Copenhagen.

Note to the Editor: Reprints of articles will be greatly appreciated and further inquiry into any phase of the college will be welcome.
Strata

A World University 2.0 is a part of IMAGES Festival and it will run over a minimum of five years, and thus will be divided into different strata.

Stratus 1:

Events formed the major part of the Image festival 2013. This is to be continued in Image festival 2015 and 2017. The 2013 events gathered practitioners throughout 7 days of intense presentations, screening performances, seminars and dialogues open to the public. The events took place in the original tent from the World University.

Stratus 2:

Short term residencies and long term collaborations will establish longer and thorough relationships between practitioners and theorists. It will entail the creation of a residency open for young and upcoming artists from around the world allowing them to develop art projects in collaboration and dialogue with the academic community at local as well as national levels. In the five year period 2013-2015-2017, we will continue to invite guest lectures and artists projects within the different themes.
**Stratus 3: Evaluation Assessment**

The overall project will be assessed through the organization of a major event in year 5. This event will sum up by drawing lines between all the projects and initiatives of the entire A World University 2.0. and assess its overall effect. Before the launch of the Images Festival an overall strategy for evaluation of the artistic and academic program was drawn up. Data will be collected right from the first events and activities. The evaluation will be based on artistic and academic criteria with a pre-prepared evaluation basis. Basis for the evaluation will also be concerned with future publication / communication to the public.

**Stratus 4: Publications**

Throughout the five years the material gathered including lectures, videos, photos etc. will be documented and assemblage in a digital e-publication and/or on a website/blog. A blog could function as resource and digital library of all the events, manuscripts, powerpoint presentations.
LARS BONDERUP BJØRN
[CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD FOR AALBORG UNIVERSITY]
It is a great honor to take part in the re-opening of the World University. Yet, it is somewhat symbolic that we open the University on a Sunday. Not only during church hours, but also during a weekend so that it does not disturb our normal work. Hopefully, this does not express the ambition for the World University. We are here to be disturbed.

The public agenda has its focus on productivity, efficiency and savings. Be it private companies, state institutions or even families, productivity, efficiency and savings are in focus.

It is a meaningful agenda from the perspective of optimizing the resources available. We turn our focus on new and improved ways of organizing and then creation of new knowledge and new technologies. We optimize.

In the name of productivity, efficiency and savings, we start to measure. We measure our kids, our youngsters, our working hours, our social work, our interaction hours or minutes with elderly people, our wealth, our weight, our bodies - we even measure penises - and for every measure, we put up a target that enables us to measure if we are rich, clever, happy, useful or satisfied.

Measurement, productivity and economizing are dominating logics of our culture. Yet, this is not true for any culture and historically it has not been true to us as well.

Once our focus was on performing duties and achieving eternal life; once a strive for paradise. Paradise was - or is - a reward to those who followed the behavioral guide laid out to us.

In Japan, harmony - or Wa - used to be, and remains the guiding logic. Peaceful unity and conformity within a social group, in which members prefer the continuation of a harmonious community to their personal interests is the guiding logic. Avoiding conflicts is more important than certain financial measures. Even today.

Socrates, Platon and Aristoteles had excellence as the ideal.
The ambition would be to achieve perfection, the highest form, the ultimate idea, the quest for truth. Seeking the truth has been the ideal for universities as well. And seeking excellence and the highest form is a guiding principle for certain car makers like Ferrari and Massaretti; and to a number of artists.

This is contrary to contemporary politics, where it is all about satisfying expectations, a behavioral norm accepted by voters.

Pragmatism guides modern politics. Nobody believes, or even cares, to see the ideologies come true. Some would claim this to be the social norm guiding Aalborg University as well with our focus on creating candidates relevant for the job market rather than attempting to make replicas of Aristoteles.

And in certain Asian countries, economic wealth is claimed less important than the emotional state of happiness. Sometimes, you even hear the claim that a focus on economic wealth is a loss of happiness.

And elsewhere you find the argument that the common denominator is that everybody seeks individual self-fulfilment or self-realisation. And so on...

Going back to the sixties, sociologist Alwin Gouldner claimed that throughout the world there are two social norms only that apply to all societies. The one is the social norm against incest; the other is the norm of reciprocity. The norm of reciprocity states that in all societies it is expected to get something in return, whenever you give something.

This, obviously, is an important insight in a cultural meeting. We meet each other with different logics, with different guiding principles, with different values. But we also meet each other with a common social norm of reciprocity: a desire to get something in return whenever giving. And this social norm is sufficient for us to start a mutual exploration. This social norm is sufficient to initiate dialogue. This social norm is sufficient to let other cultures influence us.

The World University is an opportunity for mutual exploration. It is an opportunity to seek new avenues, to lay new grounds.

“Imagine all the people living life in peace”. It was, and it remains, so obviously these days, an incredible vision. Naive some would say. Yet, definitely it is worthy to strive for a life in peace. The old World University did not succeed on this part, but it had its other successes.

The wind turbine adventure making up large parts of Danish and global industry today had its origin in the old World University. Imagine what we may initiate today, on a Sunday.
World peace and wind turbines, in those days, were unrealistic thoughts. And both were proven unrealistic. In spite of today’s huge wind industry, the number of bankruptcies amongst participating companies along the way should have killed the industry several times. Yet, the idea carried on, and the idea survived those who carried it part of the way. The vision was carried on, and the industry developed anyway.

The World University is a daring vision. It is a vision to build a cathedral. Cathedrals, going centuries back, were initiated by people who had been long dead when the cathedrals finally were finished.

The World University is a vision to build a cathedral: something that will survive those of us present. Not because we have to die soon; but because the ideas will carry on.

So, in the World University the quest is not basic research. Not even basic exploration. It is fundamental ideas; fundamental in a close to religious meaning; fundamental in the sense that they will be sustainable, and stay relevant although potentially seemingly unachievable; fundamental in the sense that they will shape the future.

In this quest for fundamental ideas, we have an important tool. Our curiosity. We have to be curious in our meeting with other people, in our cultural exchanges. Curiosity about our self and selves, curiosity about our assumptions and whatever we see as hindrances to progress.

In this quest for fundamental ideas, we are not likely to find answers in our current institutions or technologies, not even amongst those who seek to improve current technologies and institutions. In the quest for fundamental ideas, art plays a central role, because art carries the ability to move us. One direction or another, into unknown grounds.

I’ll let the world university follow Nobel price winning author Natsume Soseki’s words in his masterpiece Kokoro: “Without hesitation I am about to force you into the dark shadows of this world of ours. But you must not fear. Gaze steadily into the shadows and then take whatever will be of use to you in your own life.”
‘74 (Reconstitution of a Struggle)  
[Film by Rania & Raed Rafei]
Touch Image Dream - Transition in the Middle East and North Africa, curated by Katrine Dirckinck-Holmfeld and Abbas Mroueh, was an impressive one-week artistic program comprised of performances, film screenings, concerts, workshops and master classes, taking place within the Images Festival 2013 OCCUPY UTOPIA in Aalborg and Copenhagen.

The Middle East and North Africa is undergoing rapid changes, which are spreading across the world. At this crucial time of transition, the Touch Image Dream programme intends to contemplate these transitions from the position of artistic practices and to create a space for reflection and creative responses.

“Trying to think the revolution is like waking up and trying to see the logic in a dream”

[Jean Genet in Un captive amoureux]
The World University 2.0 opening event gathered all the interested in the University Tent in Karolinelund, Aalborg. Despite the cold and rainy weather the atmosphere was cozy and charged with energy. The organizers and invited guests each presented a speech which encouraged the discussion with the audience. This event gave an opportunity for people from different areas of profession share their thoughts of the World University’s role and challenges today as well discuss on how the art and pedagogy can be connected.

The World University’s opening event was organized by Professor Lone Dirckinck - Holmfeld and Falk Heinrich from Aalborg University. The discussions were followed by Super Academic Pub and an artistic event organized by Obel Professor Stahl Stenslie and colleagues from Art & Technology.
ART IS IMPACT
How to integrate art and research and why?
Thinking
Sara Damskier
[Co-founder of 'Æ Verdensuniversitet']
“...Aalborg University is a modern World University. In the Faculty of Humanities, Aalborg University is based in some of the same values as the Verdensuniversitetet, 1962), with our focus on experiential and experimental learning, interdisciplinarity and problem driven research and learning.”

[Lone Dirck-Inck - Holmfeld]
Marit Benthe Norheim is a Norwegian born Danish sculptor. One of her most famous projects is a large rolling sculptural installations on wheels - the “Campingwomen” (2008). It consists of five functioning caravans plastered with concrete to create woman shapes. The installation has been traveling around the Europe and was also exhibited in Karolinelund, Aalborg during the World University week.

Norheim wants her artworks to be experienced not only through intellect and thoughts, it is important to her that the audience is able to interact with her works physically, like in “Campingwomen”, they can touch the material, climb in the trailers or sit on them.

It is important for her to create a base where people can socially participate.
“I believe that art gives angles into researches of many kinds, where one has to search for words and ways to describe and analyze.”
HANNE KATHRINE KROGSTRUP
[DEAN, AAU – THE FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES]
What a University Actually Is?
“Grundtvigs Nordens Videnskabelig Forening never materialized. But the confidence he expressed in the ability of motivated youth to forge new territory in their untempered mutual exchanges was inspiration for the establishment of “Æ Verdensuniversitet”. Likewise the early Nordic tradition of the Ting as led in turn by “the first among equals”. Then there was the Veda. This spirit could well be inherited by World University 2.0. Whereas substance will differ as the challenges of each age differ.”

[Sara Damskier]
Rikke Schultz
[Chairman of the board – Association of World Education]
“Citizenship today includes a local, national, regional and global understanding and perspective. Exchange of knowledge across borders is essential. A critical pedagogy today includes focus on life competencies as learning outcome and living interaction in teaching methods.”

[Rikke Schultz]
What are the challenges for a World University 2.0 today?
MARK GRIMSHAW
[Obel Professor of Music at Aalborg University]
Superacademic Pub this time focused on interplay between art, technology and music. The program consisted of short presentations and personal reflections on sound and music in relation to body. As mentioned before the special guests performing in the Superacademic Pub where the Torgeir Vassvik & Global Fever Orchestra which performance closely related to the theme of the evening.
Bringing together the arts and academia, theory and practice, global and local knowledge, reality and virtuality, materiality and abstraction will provide a vivid, convivial, experimental and playful learning platform for the development of A World University 2.0.
Roberto “Boi” Nicolasora
[Philippine, freelance educator/trainer]
Karl Erik Schøllhammer
[Professor, PUC – RIO]
Egon Toft
[Dean, Faculty of Medicine, AAU]
Asmaa Sleem
[Egyptian Marketing Research Executive]
The Tea ceremony - part of the opening event of A World University, organized by international guests.
This book was made possible through the kind support of:

Dekan Lone Dirckinck-Holmfeld
Falk Heinrich
Katrine Dirckinck-Holmfeld
Abbas Mroueh
Maiken Grost
Maj Ragner Laursen
The Obel Family Fond
+ many more
**Art and The World University** is a book presenting and documenting the intersections between the Art & Technology study at Aalborg University and the World University 2.0 arranged in 2013 in Aalborg.

The book is based around photos of the people who were a part of the opening event of the World University 2.0, organized by Aalborg University.

Texts included are the introduction to the Art Studies and the opening speech of Lars Bonderup, Bjørn.